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Abstract

In this paper we present a thorough investiga-
tion of automatic bias recognition on BASIL, a
dataset of political news which has been anno-
tated with different kinds of biases. We begin
by unveiling several inconsistencies in prior
work using this dataset, showing that most ap-
proaches focus only on certain task formula-
tions while ignoring others, and also failing to
report important evaluation details. We pro-
vide a comprehensive categorization of these
approaches, as well as a more uniform and clear
set of evaluation metrics. We argue about the
importance of the missing formulations and
also propose the novel task of simultaneously
detecting different kinds of biases in news. In
our work, we tackle bias on six different BASIL
classification tasks in a unified manner. Even-
tually, we introduce a simple yet effective ap-
proach based on data augmentation and prepro-
cessing which is generic and works very well
across models and task formulations, allowing
us to obtain state-of-the-art results. We also per-
form ablation studies on some tasks to quantify
the strength of data augmentation and prepro-
cessing, and find that they correlate positively
on all bias tasks.

1 Introduction

News outlets have expanded to become one of the
most influential and prominent platforms within
mass media. News articles play a central role in
transforming individual and public opinion (Ham-
borg et al., 2019). Public opinion of journalists
influence viewers to become biased towards a par-
ticular issue. The consequence of media bias is
massive, and raises questions about the credibil-
ity of news. For example, Bernhardt et al. (2008)
reported that media bias led to the election of the
wrong candidate, and according to Wolton (2019),
voters are always well-informed with unbiased
rather than biased media outlets. Moreover, biased
media outlets have also been found to provide less

information, which reduces voter’s welfare Duggan
and Martinelli (2011).

Misinformation has enormous potential in chang-
ing the individual and public beliefs, expectations,
or desired conclusions. The harmful biases con-
tained in news media require rigorous analysis to
be detected and quantified, but once addressing
these issues can improve the quality of research
process to maximize the accuracy and credibility of
research results (Johnson et al., 2020). To enhance
transparency and reliability in promoting accurate
information, it is important to realize bias in ma-
chine learning methods and how humans perceive
bias (Sun et al., 2019).

Seminal work by Fan et al. (2019) has been a
key contribution in bias detection in news, with the
introduction of the BASIL dataset. Critically, to
the best of our knowledge, this dataset is the first
to be annotated with different kinds of bias. This
is due to the fact that, as pointed out by Fan et al.
(2019), some kinds of bias can only be analyzed
in a broader context, because a given sentence be-
comes ambiguous in isolation at any given time.
In this sense, their proposal was to differentiate
informational bias from lexical bias. On one hand,
the former is usually presented using speculative,
imperative, and tangential clauses that convey in-
formation in a factual and neutral way (van den
Berg and Markert, 2020) to sway readers’ opin-
ions towards news entities (Guo and Zhu, 2022a),
therefore depending mostly on the context. On
the other hand, lexical bias instead depends on lin-
guistic attributes like word choice and syntax and
originates from content realization or how things or
events are expressed, and is generally not depend-
ing on the context (Greene and Resnik, 2009; Hube
and Fetahu, 2019; Iyyer et al., 2014; Yano et al.,
2010; Recasens et al., 2013). Table 1 shows exam-
ples of informational and lexical bias on New York
Times (NYT) news (2nyt; source: nyt, event: 2)
on the BASIL dataset. The three sentences report
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Bias Polarity Sentence Index #

Informational Neg The president again suggested that he should win the Nobel
Peace Prize, and he reviewed which conservative commenta-
tors had been supportive of him, while dismissing Ann Coulter,
who has not.

10

Lexical Neg Sounding alternately defensive and aggrieved, Mr. Trump ex-
plained his failure to secure wall funding during his first two years
in office when Republicans controlled both houses of Congress by
saying, I was a little new to the job.

11

Neutral None He blamed certain people, a particular one, for not having pushed
this faster, a clear reference to former Speaker Paul D. Ryan of
Wisconsin, a Republican.

12

Table 1: Examples extracted from BASIL dataset, from New York Times (NYT) section and discussing the same
event, showing how informational and lexical bias manifest. In the examples, text spans annotated with informational
bias and lexical bias are highlighted in bold, and we refer to sentences annotated with no bias as ’Neutral’.

on Donald Trump as the main event. As seen, in-
formational bias covers the article context broadly,
often depending on the complete sentence, whereas
lexical bias is expressed in polarized words as high-
lighted.

Though the development of datasets such as
BASIL has brought an interesting new paradigm to
look at bias in news, thereby drawing the attention
of several members of the research community and
leading to abundant prior work, we note that these
studies mostly focus on informational bias only
(van den Berg and Markert, 2020; Guo and Zhu,
2022b; Fan et al., 2019; Lei et al., 2022), with lexi-
cal bias studied solely by Fan et al. (2019). While
we surmise that this could be partially due to the
fact that lexical bias appears comparatively less
frequently in news articles, making the automatic
detection of both kinds of bias simultaneously dif-
ficult, we think this should be no reason to focus
on either and argue that detecting lexical bias from
informational bias should be equally significant. In
this context, our take is well-aligned with previous
work by Zhou and Bansal (2020), who highlighted
the uniqueness of lexical bias and demonstrated its
importance through several experiments.

In light of this issue, in our work, we propose
approaches to detect both informational and lexi-
cal bias simultaneously. Our holistic view on bias
detection enables us to reveal important trade-offs
between informational and lexical bias, and we
perform a sensitivity analysis of such trade-offs in
various task formulations. Based on our findings,
we propose a set of data augmentation techniques

which we combine with deep learning models to
improve performance.

Furthermore, our focus on both bias detection
problems leads us to propose more clear and con-
sistent task formulations. Specifically, we note out
several inconsistencies in the reporting of perfor-
mance on previous work, and provide a framework
to improve uniformity and clarity, and to avoid
problems we found in prior work. Consequently,
we highlighted incoherent task formulations of bias
classification tasks, absence of a significant task of
detecting both informational and lexical bias simul-
taneously, and missing evaluation metrics of bias
interpreted labels. Our findings are connected to a
related issue which has been brought to attention
by van den Berg and Markert (2020), showing that
sentence-based splits can introduce data leakage
since labeled sentences from the same or similar
articles can appear in training and test subsets, re-
sulting in overestimation of the predicting accuracy.
Our proposed framework not only enables us to ad-
equately compare our results with previous work,
which we often find lacks structure in this sense,
but also helps pave the way for future research in-
volving the BASIL dataset. In summary, our work
provides the following contributions:

1. We unveil and remove inconsistencies in prior
work, providing uniform and more clear eval-
uation metrics with various task formulations
on BASIL.

2. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to propose the task of simultaneously detect-
ing both informational and lexical bias, and
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distinguish them from neutral examples. We
propose models to tackle this new task and es-
tablish its importance in overall bias detection
problem setting.

3. We propose an approach based on data aug-
mentation and preprocessing which is generic
and works well across a selection of mod-
els and settings in bias detection in news, al-
lowing us to obtain state-of-the-art results on
BASIL.

2 Related work

There has been a growing interest in the investiga-
tion of linguistic information presented by neural
models (Liu et al., 2019a). A study by Jia et al.
(2019) worked on the bias and distortion of online
commentary information based on online reviews,
and illustrate online review components signifi-
cance over increased reputation and false reviews.
Hovy and Prabhumoye (2021) study five sources of
bias including data, annotation process, input rep-
resentations, models, and research design where re-
search design is the most difficult to detect because
it requires systematic analysis and subjectivity of
human perceptions.

The work on BASIL dataset in the literature
is not exhaustive to the best of our knowledge.
BASIL dataset provided by Fan et al. (2019) use
BERT and RoBERTa for informational and lexical
bias detection while treating sentences in isolation,
whereas informational bias is also explored with
different types of contexts like textual, article, event
and domain using BiLSTM’s, BERT and Event
Context-Inclusive Model (EvCIM) inspired by Con-
text Aware Model of Papalampidi et al. (2019), we
will omit a detailed explanation of these models, re-
ferring readers to (van den Berg and Markert, 2020).
Fan et al. (2019) demonstrate that informational
bias is more challenging to detect due to its depen-
dence on content selection as compared to lexical
bias. Another study by Lee et al. (2021) intro-
duce a general purpose misinformation UnifiedM2
model for bias detection in BASIL and handle tasks
like fake news, clickbait and rumors. Contrastive
learning and Graph Attention Network in the Mul-
tiCTX (Multi-level ConTeXt) model uses triplets
of BASIL to detect informational bias as proposed
by Guo and Zhu (2022b). Similarly, bias sentence
identification is also studied by Lei et al. (2022)
through local and global discourse structures using
RoBERTa for addressing bias. We compare our

results with the aforementioned current state-of-
the-art methods to investigate the significance of
our proposed approach.

Another topic relevant to our work is data aug-
mentation. In general, data augmentation in NLP is
at an emerging stage compared to Computer Vision
(Shorten et al., 2021; Shleifer, 2019). Among data
augmentation techniques in NLP one that has re-
cently shown excellent results in the context of ma-
chine translation is backtranslation (Sennrich et al.,
2015). The idea is to pair monolingual data with
an automatic backtranslation generated by a given
model or external system, which led to consider-
able performance improvements on neural machine
translation, showing that even for small amounts
of in domain monolingual data, backtranslation is
effective for domain adaptation. More recently,
Edunov et al. (2018) scale backtranslation to hun-
dreds of millions of monolingual sentences and
achieve substantial improvements. The same ap-
proach is more recently been successfully adapted
to other task. For example, Shleifer (2019) focus
on sentiment classification and use backtranslation
on only 500 examples, obtaining an 8.1% improve-
ment over the augmentation-free baseline based on
ULMFit (Howard and Ruder, 2018) on the IMDB
dataset. Our work is similar to this, but we adapt
the approach for bias detection.

Finally, our work is related to stemming, the
process of linguistic normalization where variant
forms of a word are converted to a stem or root
word. There are different methods for stemming,
but most of them follow a rule-based or linguistic
approach, each one with its own advantages and
limitations (Jivani et al., 2011). Relevant for us
is the fact that stemming has been shown to add
semantic value in feature selection, as for exam-
ple Biba and Gjati (2014) proved that stemming
of composite words greatly improves classification
of fake news. Moreover, Mahendra et al. (2021)
showed that cleaning and stemming resulted in the
greatest model performance on the medical domain
for the task in mortality prediction on ICU (In-
tensive Care Unit) patients. We refer readers to
a thorough survey of stemmers spanning over the
past 50 years by Singh and Gupta (2016).

3 Proposed Approach

The Bias Annotation Spans on the Informational
Level (BASIL) dataset, provided by Fan et al.
(2019), is based on three news sources, i.e., Huff-
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ington Post (HPO), Fox News (FOX), and New
York Times (NYT) from 2010 to 2019, containing
300 news articles with 100 triplets of news arti-
cles taken from each news source. BASIL contains
both binary sentence classification labels of infor-
mational and lexical bias together with span level
annotations for token classification. An isolated
sentence is biased if it contains at least one bias
span. There are 7,977 sentences in BASIL having
1,249 sentences with informational and 478 sen-
tences with lexical bias (Fan et al., 2019). BASIL
has more prevalence of informational bias than lex-
ical bias. It covers news articles of reasonable time
i.e., 10 years, representing conservative from FOX,
neutral from NYT, and liberal from HPO, respec-
tively.

Since informational bias is presented in a factual
and neutral way, there is increasing prevalence of
informational bias in news media, as evidenced by
Fan et al. (2019). This factual reporting of informa-
tional bias makes its prediction more challenging
on a sentence level. On the other hand, lexical
bias is reportedly easier to capture because of its
non-contextual nature, depending mostly on word
choice (Chen et al., 2020). For example, a study
on Tagalog-speaking Filipino pre-school children
by Devanadera and Alieto (2019) showed that lexi-
cal bias is related to lexical inventories like nouns,
verbs and adjectives produced by young children,
with nouns as the leading or dominant lexical bias
among children in their narrative production. De-
spite these facts, the detection of both types of bias
remains a difficult and challenging task, as evi-
denced by the study on BASIL performed by Chen
et al. (2020), which includes approaches for the
automatic detection of both types of bias (although
not distinguishing them).

BASIL has 7,977 sentences, from which 1,249
and 478 are labeled as containing with informa-
tional bias and lexical bias, respectively. Following
the formulation of Fan et al. (2019), this leads to
6,250 sentences with no bias. After careful consid-
eration of models proposed in prior work utilizing
BASIL, we note inconsistencies in the task formu-
lation across papers, which are derived from the
way in which these labels are interpreted and used.

In order to shed light into this issue, we begin
by organizing prior work and defining the notation
we will utilize in the rest of the manuscript, for the
sake of simplicity. We refer to sentences annotated
with no bias as ‘NEU’, sentences annotated with

LABELS Baseline

Fan Berg Lee Guo Lei Ours

INF v/s LEX - - - - - ✓
INF v/s NEU ✓ - - - - ✓
INF v/s OTH - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓
LEX v/s NEU ✓ - - - - ✓
BIAS v/s NEU - - ✓ - - ✓
INF v/s/ LEX v/s NEU - - - - - ✓

Table 2: Comparison of formulations proposed by prior
work on bias detection using BASIL, showing the differ-
ent class combinations adopted for training. In the table,
work by Fan et al. (2019) is denoted as ’Fan’, van den
Berg and Markert (2020) as ’Berg’, (Lee et al., 2021)
as ’Lee’, Guo and Zhu (2022b) as ’Guo’, and Lei et al.
(2022) as ’Lei’.

informational bias as ‘INF’, sentences annotated
with lexical bias as ‘LEX’. Additionally, we refer
to the combination of neutral sentences with and
sentences with lexical bias as ‘OTH’, while ‘BIAS’
refers to the combination of samples that have both
informational and lexical bias.

Using the above definitions, we proceeded to
analyze the settings proposed by previous work by
Fan et al. (2019), van den Berg and Markert (2020),
Lee et al. (2021), Guo and Zhu (2022b), and Lei
et al. (2022) which we summarize in Table 2, above.
We can see that there is a clear disparity in the way
in which the bias detection tasks are approached.
We further observe that detection of informational
bias strikes as being the main focus in literature
so far. We surmise that this issue may be due to
the fact that lexical bias samples on BASIL ap-
pear to be considerably fewer than informational
bias. However, we think that detection of lexical
bias (Zhou and Bansal, 2020) should be at least as
important as informational bias. While previous
results focus mainly on the INF-related settings,
we propose to experiment on classifying LEX bias
from INF as, depicted in the first row of Table 2. To
the best of our knowledge, no prior work on BASIL
tried to make such a distinction. The relevance of
our approach is evidenced by Chen et al. (2020),
who showed that the detection of both INF and
LEX bias together is difficult, with bias detection
becoming harder at the article level.

In light of these observations, our work shows
the results of several experiments we perform to
compare and distinguish different bias in BASIL,
using various settings. To further study the rela-
tionship between labels, we also propose a novel
three-way classification approach to directly differ-
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entiate informational, lexical and neutral samples
(INF/ LEX/ NEU), respectively.

As a result of our extensive study, we note that in
many cases, performance gaps are due to lack of an-
notated examples for a given label, with this being
particularly the case for lexical bias. In light of this
issue, in this paper, we also adapt backtranslation
as a mechanism for selective data augmentation
in bias detection and use Google Translate python
API for backtranslation. Our approach is inspired
by previous work of Ma and Li (2020), who pro-
posed a Chinese text data augmentation based on
back-translation to generate a corpus to enrich the
lexical features of text data, and reported increased
performance on text classification tasks, especially
when training on smaller datasets. Back-translation
is also a commonplace to improve the performance
on machine translation tasks (Miyabe and Yoshino,
2015). Our idea is also motivated by seminal work
by Mikolov et al. (2013) who achieved 90% preci-
sion for translation of words between English and
Spanish and found word vectors of both languages
contain similar geometric arrangements. We used
Google Translate python API which is accessible
free under the MIT License.

Finally, we note that data preparation plays a
significant role in machine learning, especially for
natural language processing tasks (Marinov and
Efremov, 2019). Inspired by the work by Zainol
et al. (2018) and Ladani and Desai (2020), we pre-
process sentences in the BASIL dataset to remove
noise. Our proposed text preprocessing strategy in-
volves two steps, first the removal of special charac-
ters and stop words i.e., words like ‘after’, ‘before’,
‘the’, ‘some’, ‘all’, ‘such’, and second reduction of
words into their grammatical root or stem. In the
context of bias classification task, as well shown
in Section 5 we found that reducing the number of
dimensions in terms of space (Rakholia and Saini,
2016) by removing most common words or words
that normally carry no meaning has significant im-
pact on bias detection.

4 Experimental Framework
In this section, we discuss the experimental frame-
work including the setup, baselines, implementa-
tion details and give details of the models we train.

4.1 Setup
Backtranslation is performed separately on lexi-
cal and informational bias samples with one extra
example per original (one half original and other

half translated), hence doubling the size of lexical
bias sentences to 956 samples and informational
bias sentences to 2,498 samples respectively. Nat-
urally, our backtranslation-based augmentation is
performed only on the training set, with valida-
tion and testing always containing the original data
samples

Our backtranslation approach is applied on the
specific label of interest. For example, for the INF
v/s LEX task, augmentation is only performed on
lexical bias samples; while in INF v/s LEX v/s
NEU task augmentation is performed on both lex-
ical and informational bias samples, whereas no
augmentation is performed on neutral sentences
in all of of our experiments including this. INF
v/s LEX v/s NEU task represent bias detection of
whole BASIL corpus data, with neutral samples
included. In the task INF v/s OTH, augmentation
is only performed on informational bias sentences,
where OTH represents the combination of lexical
bias and neutral sentences.

We note that other kinds of splits exist for
BASIL. Specifically, we find “story splits” by
van den Berg and Markert (2020), also exist, where
context is created by integrating events and articles.
However, our work focuses on sentence classifi-
cation without access to more context, and thus
we report results on the traditional splits to retain
consistency. Similarly, our testing data has no aug-
mented example.

4.2 Baselines

Several deep learning approaches for the detection
of bias in media have been proposed in previous
work. Most of this work focuses on the detection of
informational bias, and is based on the fine-tuning
of large pre-trained models. In this paper, we con-
cretely consider the informational bias detection
approach by Fan et al. (2019), who proposed BERT-
based (Devlin et al., 2018) approach and TF-IDF
for this.

We also consider several models proposed by
van den Berg and Markert (2020), which are used
to detect informational bias in different ways. For
starters, we compare with their BERT-based model
as well as with their RoBERTa-based model Liu
et al. (2019b). We also consider WinSCC (win-
dowed Sequential Sentence Classification) which
is a variant of SSC Cohan et al. (2019), ArtCIM (Ar-
ticle Context-Inclusive Model) and EvCIM (Event
Context-Inclusive Model). We note that ArtCIM
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Model Aug. Preproc.
INF/ LEX INF/ LEX / NEU INF/ OTH

Acc F1-score Acc F1-score Acc F1-score

INF LEX INF LEX NEU INF OTH

BERT

- - 74.46% 0.573 0.342 79.57% 0.383 0.194 0.880 76.55% 0.404 0.881
- ✓ 76.69% 0.687 0.534 77.78% 0.377 0.309 0.895 80.14% 0.423 0.871
✓ - 81.37% 0.667 0.691 77.56% 0.432 0.417 0.864 81.53% 0.463 0.868
✓ ✓ 83.97% 0.712 0.678 81.54% 0.429 0.401 0.881 83.86% 0.507 0.899

LSTM

- - 72.63% 0.512 0.348 74.88% 0.301 0.209 0.856 73.93% 0.311 0.855
- ✓ 70.24% 0.594 0.432 71.34% 0.277 0.187 0.869 76.09% 0.332 0.823
✓ - 70.01% 0.677 0.655 73.76% 0.319 0.456 0.873 75.34% 0.360 0.875
✓ ✓ 75.34% 0.692 0.671 75.56% 0.325 0.450 0.851 78.89% 0.381 0.868

SVM ✓ ✓ 70.98% 0.491 0.795 74.23% 0.212 0.346 0.877 81.72% 0.178 0.890

Table 3: Results of our ablation study to understand the performance impact of our proposed backtranslation and data
preprocessing approaches on three task formulations. In the Table, ’Aug.’ denotes the usage of our augmentation
techniques, while ’Preproc.’ denotes models that included our preprocessing appraoch. We note that no prior work
has done for the detection of the first two tasks we consider (INF v/s LEX and INF v/s LEX v/s NEU).

Model INF / NEU BIAS / NEU LEX / NEU INF / OTH

Acc INF F1 Acc BIAS F1 Acc LEX F1 Acc INF F1

TF-IDF (Fan et al., 2019) - 26.02 - - - - - -
BERT (Fan et al., 2019) - 43.27 - - - 31.49 - -
RoBERTa (Lee et al., 2021) - - 72.80 65.50 - - - -
UnifiedM2 (Lee et al., 2021) - - 81.00 70.20 - - - -
BERT (van den Berg and Markert, 2020) - - - - - - - 38.26
RoBERTa (van den Berg and Markert, 2020) - - - - - - - 49.89
WinSSC (van den Berg and Markert, 2020) - - - - - - - 38.67
ArtCIM (van den Berg and Markert, 2020) - - - - - - - 42.80
EvCIM (van den Berg and Markert, 2020) - - - - - - - 44.10
MultiCTX Guo and Zhu (2022b) - - - - - - - 46.08
RoBERTa Lei et al. (2022) - - - - - - - 46.47

BERT (Ours) 87.00 49.60 82.34 69.00 95.70 62.30 83.86 50.70

Table 4: Comparison with previous work on four bias tasks using our BERT model. Results of our BERT on INF
v/s NEU with augmentation of only informational bias, BIAS v/s NEU with augmentation of both informational
and lexical bias, LEX v/s NEU with augmentation of only lexical bias, and INF v/s OTH with augmentation of only
informational bias, respectively. BERT (Ours) report averaged results of three seed runs on all bias tasks. In the
Table, ’Acc’ denotes accuracy and only one prior work on task BIAS v/s NEU (Lee et al., 2021) reported accuracy.

and EvCIM integrate article and event context
respectively and use BiLSTM’s (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) for bias detection. We also
consider MultiCTX, as proposed by Guo and Zhu
(2022b), which is based on contrastive learning
on triplets sampled from different articles. We
compare another model by Lei et al. (2022) built
on RoBERTa that incorporates global functional
discourse structure and local rhetorical discourse
relations for detecting bias.

We further compare our models with the binary
classification of informational and lexical bias with
a RoBERTa model fine-tuned by Lee et al. (2021),
and with their proposed UnifiedM2 model. This is
a comprehensive misinformation detection model
that was trained on the concatenation of multiple

misinformation domains into a single unified setup.

4.3 Implementation Details

Our models are mainly based on BERT, in partic-
ular the implementation from HuggingFace (Face,
2021). We fine-tune BERT on our augmented and
preprocesed data, using learning rate of 5× 10−5,
and batch sizes of 16 or 32. The maximum epoch
count in our experiments reaches up to 15.

We additionally use a model based on a LSTM
that receives the same data which is already pre-
processed as described previously. For this LSTM,
we use a hidden size dimension of 200, with embed-
dings based on GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014). Fi-
nally, we also propose a simple approach based on
a linear kernel SVM where we pass preprocessed
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augmented training sentences to the model.
For all of our experiments, we use 80/10/10 split

with non-overlapping samples for train-validation-
test, respectively. We reported the average perfor-
mance of our models using three seed runs in our
experiments.

5 Results & Discussion

We begin by testing the impact of our proposed
data augmentation and preprocessing approaches
by running ablation studies on three task settings.
We first consider the newly-introduced tasks of
INF/ LEX and INF/ LEX/ NEU, in addition to the
more standard INF/ OTH setting, which is generic
and of particular interest in the prior work. We mea-
sure the impact of each component of our proposed
work by repeating the experiments and dividing
our ablation test into two steps. To study and mea-
sure the significance of our proposed components,
we first experiment only with data augmentation
(denoted as ’Aug.’) which involves the backtransla-
tion of samples with bias, which is followed by our
preprocessing step (denoted as ’Preproc.’) which
includes data cleaning, removal of stop words and
stemming. The evaluation criteria we used is ac-
curacy as ’Acc’ and F1-micro score separately on
each class of the bias i.e, INF, LEX, NEU, and
OTH as explained earlier.

From our literature review, as discussed in Sec-
tion 3 we found that many potentially relevant task
formulations were missing. We surmise this could
be due to the scarcity problem of lexical bias sam-
ples in BASIL, with interest focusing on only in-
formational bias. We therefore propose to tackle
all relevant task formulations.

Concretely, as to the best of our knowledge there
is no prior work done to classify lexical bias from
informational, we believe we are the first to identify
and report experiments on the tasks of INF/ LEX
as binary classification, as well as INF/ LEX/ NEU,
use a multi-class classification.

As shown in Table 3, we found that in these
tasks considerable performance improvements is
achieved when both data augmentation and prepro-
cessing are applied. For the binary INF/ LEX, we
found that just by augmenting lexical bias, we are
able to attain excellent performance. An improved
accuracy of 83.97% with INF F1-score of 0.712 is
achieved as compared to LSTM and SVM when
both data preprocessing and augmentation are ap-
plied. We also observe that the highest LEX F1-

score of 0.691 is comparatively lower than informa-
tional bias in the INF/ LEX task. One possible rea-
son for that is the larger class imbalance of lexical
bias sentences, which persists even after augmenta-
tion of lexical bias samples —1,259 informational
v/s 956 lexical bias sentences, respectively. De-
spite this we note that the F1-score of lexical bias
detection still approach considerably high value
suggesting lexical bias can be classified from infor-
mational bias when computed together. Similarly,
we observe that our augmentation approach has a
more significant impact in performance compared
to our pre-processing technique. When augmenta-
tion is applied alone, it improves the LEX F1-score
from 0.534 to 0.691 using BERT, and from 0.432
to 0.655 for the LSTM. While our preprocessing
also consistently improve performance, the gains
are not as dramatic as the ones provided by the data
augmentation.

We further note that our three-way classifica-
tion task INF/ LEX/ NEU follows a similar trend,
with significant performance improvements due to
our data augmentation technique. A sharp rise in
accuracy is observed by inclusion of both augmen-
tation and preprocessing, leading to an accuracy of
81.54% when using BERT.

While we believe our experiments clearly show
the effectiveness of our data cleaning and augmen-
tation approaches in detecting all kinds of bias in
BASIL, it is also worth pointing out that there are
some limitations to what these techniques can do.
For example, we note that when we only use our
preprocesing, a decline in accuracy from 79.57%
to 77.78% and INF F1-score from 0.383 to 0.377
using BERT are observed, while for the LSTM ac-
curacy drops from 74.88% to 71.34% with a drop
in INF F1-score from 0.301 to 0.277. We believe
a possible reason for this might be similar to what
Wendland et al. (2021) observed on a similar ex-
periment, where it was shown that stemming could
lead to lower accuracy and F1 scores. Since data
preparation plays a significant role in capturing
the knowledge gaps of natural language processing
tasks, our rigorous ablation analysis of the tasks in
Table 3 support the hypothesis that improvements
in the detection of both informational and lexical
bias at the sentences can be improved by perform-
ing data augmentation based on backtranslation
and by preprocessing the data using stemming.

From prior work on BASIL as discussed previ-
ously and as shown in Table 2, most of the attention
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has been given to detecting only informational bias,
especially the task of INF/ OTH, namely to classify
informational bias from a combination of neutral
and lexical bias sentences, which prompts us to
consider this task also for our ablation study. Since
informational bias is more common and difficult
to detect as found by Fan et al. (2019); Chen et al.
(2020), we highlight this task for our ablation study
to demonstrate the significance of our proposed
methods and to provide uniform results while com-
paring it with other methods in further experimen-
tal work. From these results, we observe similar
trends compared to the other tasks, again showing
the effectiveness of our proposed approach, which
leads our BERT-based model to obtain a maximum
F1-score of 0.507.

Having established the effectiveness of our pro-
posed techniques, we now move on to compare
our models with previous work, as shown in Table
4. Concretely, we compare against our selection
of baseline models on four different existing tasks
formulations derived from BASIL. For the com-
parisons in this section, we use our best model for
each task i.e., the BERT-based approach combined
with both of our proposed components, as evident
from Table 3. Similarly, as before, we report accu-
racy and F1-score of each of the class. However,
due to lack of completeness in the evaluation met-
rics found in previous work, we are only able to
compare F1-scores of the baseline models with our
proposed approach, except in the case of BIAS/
NEU task, where some previous work also report
accuracy.

The first task shown in Table 4, INF/ NEU or
namely to detect informational bias from neutral
sentences, is only performed by Fan et al. (2019).
We could only compare INF F1-score of baseline
models with our proposed approach and found an
improvement of 15% with final score of 49.60 us-
ing our BERT model, which compares against the
reported performance of 43.27 F1-score.

In our second binary task, BIAS/ NEU, we use
the same model configurations as Lee et al. (2021)
with a batch size of 32, a learning rate of 5× 10−6

with 15 as a maximum epoch count. Here BIAS
corresponds to the combination of informational
and lexical bias sentences, while NEU symbol-
izes only neutral sentences, which therefore cor-
responds to detecting bias v/s no bias sentences
irrespective of their type. In this task, the high-
est BIAS F1-score is reported by UnifiedM2, and

though we see that our proposed BERT-based ap-
proach does not outperform this model, our results
are competitive as we observe we attain a similar
performance. Furthermore, we note that our results
in this task indicate that small focused data aug-
mentation techniques as ours could be nearly as
effective as more complicated training procedures
including many tasks, as the approach proposed by
UnifiedM2.

To detect lexical bias alone from neutral sen-
tences, we study the task of LEX/ NEU. As shown
in Table 4, in this case, the only baseline available
is the BERT model proposed by Fan et al. (2019).
For this task, we perform data augmentation of only
lexical bias sentences, and we can see that BERT-
based model outperforms the baseline BERT result-
ing in almost doubled LEX F1-score improvement,
with our model attaining an F1-score of 62.3, while
for the baseline BERT the value is just 31.49. We
note that although BERT is our best model choice
on this setting in terms of F1-score, our LSTM out-
performs our BERT in terms of accuracy, obtaining
86.64%.

Finally, we consider the task of INF/ OTH,
where we find most of previous work has focused.
Concretely, for this task, we compare our BERT-
based model with six previous models from the
literature. As can be seen, we find that our model is
able to outperform all existing prior work, achiev-
ing the best performance in terms of with INF
F1-score of 50.9. Our model is followed by the
RoBERTa model fine-tuned by (van den Berg and
Markert, 2020) with INF F1-score of 49.89, where
RoBERTa by Lei et al. (2022) as third with 46.47
and MultiCTX follows in the fourth position with
F1-score of only 46.08. We believe this indicates
that our approach is also better at recognizing in-
formational bias as a type of misinformation.

Furthermore, we note that for the INF/ OTH
task, many of our considered baselines are based on
pre-trained models similar to ours, such as BERT
or RoBERTa. As our model is based fundamen-
tally on the same deep learning model, we believe
these results suggest that our augmentation and
pre-processing approaches might work for those
models also. This adds to our observations derived
from Table 3, where we saw that combining the
LSTM with our proposed approach leads to consis-
tent improvements also.
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6 Conclusion

This paper presents different techniques of phras-
ing bias to tackle media bias in new outlets. We
propose an approach that relies on current neural
network models to capture sentence level biased
language. We defined how data augmentation is
applicable to less frequent bias in news articles
and measure the effect of its performance across
different models. Human annotation is costly and
conditions where obtaining new misinformation
samples is difficult, our approach is significant to
such real life cases. Since our proposed approach
involves simple feature extraction techniques to
tackle a particularly small and unbalanced biased
dataset, we believe our work can be used to mitigate
bias and improve the quality of the model’s predic-
tions in real-world scenarios. We identify some
novel tasks in BASIL and our augmentation tech-
nique effectively detect informational and lexical
bias sentences simultaneously, while also outper-
forming in other tasks. In our work, we incorporate
different methods to process bias and illustrate the
importance of our proposed components. A key
distinguishing feature of our work is the removal of
inconsistencies of prior work in reporting and eval-
uating bias types of BASIL. Ablation studies are
also performed by varying training data in differ-
ent tasks and our technique suggest significance of
each proposed component in different experimen-
tal settings. We found the performance improve-
ment of our proposed approach in almost all tasks
as compared to several state-of-the-art techniques,
hence this proves that our methodological stand-
point in using small augmented data is well-aligned
in finding informational and lexical bias sentences
in different classification tasks. Similarly, our work
tries to propose a way of regulating different task
formulations of BASIL which are unclear in prior
work. We intend to explore context in BASIL news
articles as future work, besides trying other feature
selection techniques. We believe further parame-
ter optimization and fine-tuning for different task
formulations can also improve the results.

Limitations

One major limitation of our work is that we only
experimented on an English dataset. While other
lexical and syntactic features can be captured by
text processing techniques and also backtranslation
performed with other or multiple languages can
be used to see the effect on performance. Other

English news articles may also be useful for ana-
lyzing bias, and require further research analysis to
verify media bias. Similarly, though our proposed
approach works well for detecting bias in BASIL,
we provide no evidence to suggest if this will also
work on other misinformation-related tasks. The
same applies for models other than the ones we
tested in this paper, which though includes a broad
selection (SVMs, LSTMs and Transformers) is not
completely comprehensive.

Ethical Considerations

The interpretation of bias detection results is cru-
cial. For cases, where different political entities are
debatable in news media, may mislead the bias de-
tection model and removing such bias require more
flexible and tolerating approach while dealing with
such entities. Therefore, the results reported in our
work highlight the need for mitigating bias and fur-
ther research is required to investigate the biased
influence towards particular issues at various stages
of the training model.
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